ACROSS
1 Mark has yen for strong drink (6)
4 Entertainer succeeded with holidaymaker (8)
10 Earl agreed public transport gives visual distress (9)
11 A row about one's bill (5)
12 Naughty schoolmarm goes topless (4)
13 Think little of foreign articles Glen holds superior (10)
15 Academician in defamation of politician (7)
16 Anecdote about abstainer is gossip (6)
19 Social worker given meals complained (6)
21 Individual tucks into cheese and chocolate cake (7)
23 A car in fabrication is inexpensive (10)
25 String, binding pole or spike (4)
27 Noticed a number in a number (5)
28 Dog scattered young herd (9)
29 Fabulous resort on Italian coast (8)
30 A soft fruit is to develop (6)

DOWN
1 Moved reliably in a sleepy manner (8)
2 Willing to accept daughter can be changed (9)
3 Penny upset boyfriend (4)
5 Beat the fellow for touching (7)
6 Novelty pub gets plaudits (10)
7 Greek character getting a large or small bottle (5)
8 Jacket for a smoker (6)
9 Lecherous Romeo pushed into watercourse (6)
14 Pick president's testimonial (10)
17 Doctor led outing originating in Greenwich (9)
18 Advocate is to concede, having accepted conclusion (8)
20 Man could be bitter (7)
21 Opinion about everyone in dance (6)
22 Father takes advantage of breaks (6)
24 Fellow always showing excitement (5)
26 Fellow makes a nasty crack (4)